ALEX JONES: TRUMP VIDEO
Vote Establishment Republican!

Oct 25, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

Alex Jones posted a video titled, “Trump Surges In Polls, Hillary Moves To Steal: 10/23/16 Full Show.” He proceeded to show a Trump Campaign video which railed against Hillary Clinton and the Democratic Party. But both Jones and Trump fail to miss the point that the Republican Party has been an evil force for 152 years.

Trump screeches how much he plans on changing America, and what he needs to do to “MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN” so why hasn’t the Republican Party done it for the last 152 years?

Trump laments about how his Republican Party wants to stop the replacing of “globalism with Americanism.” Why haven’t they done it already for the 152 years?

He promises that if he is elected as the Republican candidate, the government will be “controlled by you-the-people!”

Trump states on the video that the “global special interests, they partner with these people (Bilderberg? CFR? UN? Trilateral Commission?) that they don’t have your good in mind!”

He humorously ends by saying, “The only people brave enough to vote out the corrupt establishment (Republican Party) is you the American people (aka the Republican Party). Huh?
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